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Ever since we came up with the idea for Q-INE, we knew we had 
something important. This magazine is able to create a connection 
between people and present them with a unique perspective. We have 
been touched by the stories and feelings that Q-INE has provoked in 
its readers. For us, the impact of this magazine has been unexpected 
and really gratifying. It has been a pleasure watching this idea grow, 
transforming and evolving into its best version for the past two and half 
years. From its conception in the summer when it was just the two of us, 
to meetings early on in whatever space we could find at the LGBT center, 
to zoom calls wrapping up the first and now second edition, Q-INE’s 
short life has not been without challenges along the way. We experienced 
moments of doubt, yet Q-INE was able to flourish under its incredible 
sta! and creative authors. Although this is our last time being directly 
involved in the magazine, we will always have a piece of Q-INE in our 
hearts (and crowns on our heads). As it has before, Q-INE will continue 
to evolve, fostered by the creativity of its team, and we are ecstatic to see 
what the magazine will become in the following years.

Thank you for reading,
Liam Daniel Edge Forsythe & Ana Maria Acevedo

Letter from the Editors
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There’s so little light
The bulb in my recesses broke and I haven’t bothered to replace it.
Two lamps still function. One is IKEA.
I don’t use either for reading or arithmetic.

I wear invisible high heels to walk e!ervescently instead
Of with purpose. They’re made
From Swarovski Crystals
I’m careful when I’m dancing
So I don’t crack open the gates of hell.

Here’s what I’m made of:
One part Cinderella stories

There’s so little light
Splattered across the ceiling 
It’s stuccoed and static-fuzzy
And I make it my halo.

I wear a swollen coat to stand demurely instead
Of with swagger, legs apart. It’s made
From a thousand ferrets stitched together
I’m careful not to turn around too quickly
Sometimes I accidentally eclipse the sun.

Here’s what I’m made of:
One part molten steel

ILLUMINATION
by Walden Green
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I wear a wig that ebbs and flows. It’s made
From smoggy urban sprawl and real cigarette smoke. 

I have to be careful when I choose.
Lest I split the universe right in two.

Here’s what I’m made of:
One part slaughtered moments

There’s so little light
To flood the hours of the day.
I sleep through most of them all the same.
I think I just like being alone.

I wear sparkly lip gloss to speak significantly. It’s made
From crushed up sugarplums and candy canes
I have to be careful when I speak.

Here’s what I’m made of:
One part Candy Crush

by Jonathan SongWaste Plastic Flare Pants
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however touchless, tough among the pattern of shadows between rooms.
I do a Tarot reading for Lovette, and there comes an abundance of Cups. 

I tell Lovette the cards warn of indolence, of overmuch stasis, of how your 
husband took four weeks to get a recycling bin, just sat here rolling him-
self spli!s from your things and playing Animal Crossing. They say they 
wouldn’t mind so much rest. I want to understand: I do not. Cups never 
speak so mildly, even their warning a sign of intensity: put up a fight. The 
unwinding of every reading involves a flexibility, a moving between works, 
a knowing that satiety is more than a double-edged sword. It slaps and lulls 
you in waves, shaking your sleeping shoulder in wild turns over weeks of 
exchange. I think Blaser knows Cups, the suit of the lover. Love, love, “love 
is not love / Imagine your first stupor.  The / e!ort to untie the strings 
/ of the loins. The lips endure / the semen of strangers.”" Lovette, waiting 
is intense. Intense when you’re no longer waiting for a strange perfection 
or a perfect conclusion. Treating your cream sheets as a cocoon means 
not safety. Swaddling binds you, gives you something to untangle. You are 
never free in bed, never released from the thrall of movement into a perfect 
peace. Throwing yourself into departure, release, is not the emancipation 
you think. There is forever an “e!ort to untie the strings” and pull from the 
sheath our grotesque desires. Always aren’t they always upside down. Put 
further and further away so we can keep them at the edge of each of our 
body’s boundaries.

In the rocks that cupped Connor and me in the proscenium of trees, 
hordes of lanternflies harass us. Assholes. I want to interrogate them: Who 
are you? What are you going to do to us? Connor in my right hand, my 
left accruing dirty specks. There is a di!erence between the two works of 
Blaser at hand: Cups is earlier and has a dirtiness and an exchange of filth 
and beauty. It promises that when we see likeness it’s a play of di!erence. 
The Moth Poem has tranquility; its subject has touched me. Together, works 
of in-betweenness work into me, pressing, and the pressure builds as his 
words finally broach my boundaries. Moths fluttering all about and dancing 
in hordes in my room’s staged nudity, I want a complex exchange between 
waiting and driving: desire and delay. Moths—not butterflies—moths, am-
bassadors of clunky emotion, watched an arbitrary trade of semen. He did
3 Cups, “4” p. 34.

Comfortably I’m going to read The Moth Poem, having heard of and come 
to it because of moths. Most of the moths I know quietly involve them-
selves and occasionally bring noise, or more so touch. A hum. I stand 

up to look at the window and fortunately, it is grey, and unfortunately, the 
East Coast is moving. It always does. Always having to do. At first I think 
that lanternflies are moths, their fat buzzing, their soft wings, but incorrect. 
They’re of the order Hemiptera, and moths of Lepidoptera. They hop, not 
fly. They invade. They eat trees. They charm the pants o! strangers when 
their wings whirl into a scarlet blur. On sight, everyone I know crushes 
the black-and-white-speckled larvae with their hands. Evil. Now for good. 
I want a moth tattooed in the hollow of my shoulder blade to remember 
its stupid thumping. Blaser knows they just birth wonder: “now a moth 
flies overhead to the floorlamp, / stops my reading” and makes me see my 
desires in all their delay, all their searching.# At the river with Connor, over-
saturated lanternflies overwhelm me. They eat my attention. Why do they 
interrupt the handjob I’m giving.

I’m reading Augustine in Lovette and Noah’s bed while Noah makes din-
ner. Noah and I mutually retreat. They’ve been married for six months now, 
and under the thrall of the government Noah’s headed back to Scotland 
once his visa’s out. Sixty more days. No green card. Cat hair, tobacco scraps, 
and I lie on the site of their marital bliss. I’ve lain with this signature clutter 
before. Another time, another mattress. But for now, we attend to our tasks: 
Lovette to the Writers House, Noah to dinner, and I back to books, failing 
again as I toss it on the floor. Augustine never held me for long, sending me 
to a realm of abstraction. When I talk of him, people stare, unsure how to 
respond to my clunky thoughts about him. Not even his love could charge 
me, freely born and released. Not even when I am your he, and you wit-
ness “his ankles pressed / against each side of [your] head,” not even then, 
passive, am I failing to hum and leave dead wings in my wake.$ To move 
and moan beneath you with striking ferocity. When you wake “…crying for 
help / [I rise] near the kitchen door / dressed like a hunter,” ready to move, 

1 Blaser, Robin. “Invisible Pencil” in The Moth Poem. 1962. Book collected in The Holy Forest, 
edited by Miriam Nichols. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006, p. 76.
2 Blaser, Robin. “Cups 8” in Cups. 1960. Book collected in The Holy Forest, edited by Miriam 
Nichols. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006, p. 38.

(excerpts from)

“What Have You”
by Jamie Albrecht
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not matter. I did not matter. At some point I blacked out and the white 
room was blue. When sifting through a scene, there comes a fork in the 
road: Are we to learn, or, in a stupor, stumble on beauty? What if there 
were a dirty exchange? Just potential. Just treading.

The goal might be cumming, but this endpoint interrupts everything 
we’re doing. The upward or downward or lateral velocity of the cumshot 
shoves in dumbness where knowing should be: Who are you? What are you 
going to do now? If I do not touch myself while you fuck me, “[i]f he does-
not masturbate, / the promise is a second chance.”# When fucking, fucking 
well I mean, a cumshot is there as a horizon to bracket o! this queer time 
where you continuously disturb one another’s senses. But as you build, it is 
not just your e!orts that redouble, it is your shadows. Sex is self-conscious. 
Straight people fuck with the lights o!. Which ironically is not about inde-
terminacy, the feeling out moths do which I’ve been talking about. Straight 
people stop (I murmur: don’t stop) to make the room ready for the eventual 
roll into sleep. I’ll stick to this claim. My breath holds as the card is turn-
ing itself over. As it turns, Lovette processes my, the reader’s, recognition. I 
think Lovette wants something happy, where waiting is not a pulse in your 
throng of nerves. Like a young poet wants bad rhymes, easy ones—died/
cried/tried, hollow/wallow/swallow—this practice of looking at emotion, of 
filling a Cup and pouring it out onto your head, becomes a saccharine prac-
tice of the predictable. Jerking Connor o! was like that: he just  
wanted to feel good. And you know what, fair enough. I want to move away, 
because instead of falling “down / into the clover where love abounds,” 
I am forcing his cum out of him, touching clovers and cock with equal 
placid sex. The lover stranded at the shore opposing the horizon. There the 
pebbles pester you. They prod you like an unwelcome partner with no sense 
of rhythm. The desire to wade in. Needing to flail your legs about to hold 
still. Moving in the natural, heavy swirl of water: I get closer and closer to 
remaining.

4 Cups, “2” p. 32.

by Luca Fontes
Bodies
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fig. 1: Nude (After Irving Penn)
fig. 2: Sitting Nude Rear, New York, 1993 (After 
Irving Penn)
fig. 3: Leggy Nude, New York, 1993 (After Irving 
Penn)
fig. 4: Nude No. 69 (1949-1950) (After Irving Penn)
fig. 5: Campden Hill, London (1956) (After Bill 
Brandt)
fig. 6: Untitled (1977) (After Marco de Valdivia)
fig. 7: Nude (After Edward Weston)
fig. 8: Legs (1933) (After Edward Weston)
fig. 9: Nude (After Edward Weston)
fig. 10: Eleanor, Chicago (1948) (After Harry 
Callahan)

fig. 10
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collective trauma and struggled with feeling respected and safe, my afore-
mentioned privilege does a lot to make me feel like I’m not trans enough. 

But that’s not how this works. I don’t have to earn visibility through ad-
versity and the responsibility I feel to use my privilege to improve academic 
spaces doesn’t go away because I have imposter syndrome. With gender, 
as with many things in life, it’s easy to sell yourself short. It’s easy to think 
you haven’t su!ered enough or your feelings aren’t real enough, that you’re 
not old enough or experienced enough, that your gender isn’t di!erent 
enough from the one that you were assigned, or just that you’re not quite 
trans enough. But you don’t have to earn your queerness, and neither do I. 
I have struggled a lot with having confidence and conviction in my identi-
ty, and likely always will. Likewise, accepting and presenting my authentic 
self has been and will likely continue to be an ongoing process. But things 
aren’t always hard because you’re not suited to them, sometimes things are 
just hard. Accepting, embracing, and presenting myself as trans isn’t hard 
because I’m not queer enough or because I’m forcing something that doesn’t 
fit, it’s hard because self-assurance is hard, almost intrinsically. When self-
doubt is a well-honed reflex, it’s easy to confuse anxiety with evidence that 
you’re in the wrong place. Above all else, though, whatever challenges I face 
with being open and visible in my identity, that visibility is no less import-
ant. I guess that’s ultimately why I decided to write something for Q-INE: a 
little bit for me, to reflect on my journey so far, and a lot for you, my trans 
community and my students. To tell you that it’s ok to struggle with your 
identity, that it’s ok to come out at your own pace, and that, no matter what, 
your experience is enough and your identity is valid.

I've been out as nonbinary to my friends for the better part of seven 
years now, to my family for probably five or so, and they’ve all been 
nothing but supportive. The vast majority of my friends are queer 

of one flavor or another, I’m cis-passing, and, aside from a few formative 
childhood moments, I’ve never meaningfully experienced dysphoria. I’ve 
never had my identity challenged, privately or professionally, and I’ve never 
had to work too hard to feel comfortable with my presentation and with 
those around me. To borrow a common analogy for privilege, I’m playing 
“growing up trans” on easy mode. I picked the white, male-passing class, put 
most of my points into academic talent, installed the supportive community 
DLC, and set the dysphoria slider to low. It should be the easiest thing in 
the world for me to be out and open to everyone that I meet; to use my 
privilege to make my spaces more welcoming and inclusive, through my 
own example. So why did I spend four years with “he/him/his” in my email 
signature and why does no one I work with know that I’m not a man? 

Maybe the better question is what changed? Why did graduating and 
getting a job as a lecturer suddenly empower me to change my pronouns on 
the department website? Why am I writing this piece now when for years 
I’ve been a silent observer in trans spaces, living under the plausible deni-
ability of cishet ally? It feels easy enough to call it job security and move 
on, to say that I couldn’t be out before without jeopardizing my chances at 
graduating or getting a job, but I don’t think that’s it. Really, I think it’s less 
about feeling empowered to take a risk or do something brave and more 
about a feeling of obligation to use the privilege I have so enjoyed, that 
has helped me make the achievements I have made, to create better and 
more welcoming spaces for those who come after me. For me, the extent 
to which I had come out in a professional setting never felt like a matter of 
courage, but rather a measure of how inauthentic I was comfortable being 
in my work environment, and as I’ve been put in roles of greater influence 
and prominence, my discomfort with feeling disingenuous about my gender 
has only gone up. Simply put, it turns out that the pressure to be authentic 
to my boss is a lot less than the pressure to be authentic to my students. 
It turns out that I can spend years talking privately about being trans but 
never really feel confident enough to tell people who don’t already know 
me. And it turns out that, in a community that has experienced so much 

Why Now?
 by Stephen Hackler
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I met a dead cat,
on the side of the walkway, close to the wall
its white stained gray with large patches of black, like an American  
  dairy cow
lying on its side.
someone had placed two tissues on its upper body.
they had small spots of blood. 
a passerby must have, in vain attempt, cleaned its wounded face. 
I wouldn’t know, I was too scared, apprehensive to remove  
 the tissues blanketing it.
With a hand i nudged the body, seeking reaction
only rigor mortis.

I wonder if the universe mourns for this life. 
in a meadow or Forest, perhaps the abundance of birds, bugs,  
 and beasts would cry for it a marvelous song
but in the city, adjacent to the sidewalk, is only the roar of ma-
chines    traversing the six lanes across. 
the sound of tires peeling back from steaming asphalt, 
 the conditioning units whirring on full blast. 

an unforgiving noise, an ugly dissonance.  
but still,

a grand cacophony,
an adequate Requiem for it. 

by EWu

passed cat

Coming to an Ivy League after dreaming of it for so long has left a lot to be desired. I, a first 
generation, low-income student, queer student of color, was force-fed the notion that attend-
ing an institution like UPenn would not only support me but also help me achieve my highest 
potential. Quickly I have realized that is not the case; I am still poor and still am all portions of 
my identities. All of these portions I embrace and love. My queerness, represented by the rainbow 
created by my facial features and brow skin, shows as the backdrop that I live in everyday. I do 
not have the resources or the capital to participate in a way that is traditionally supported in 
this structure. My art is a direct representation of that. A papel picado, a traditional art form 
from Mexico that has been used for generations. An art form that may cost me very little to 
create, but a lot of labor to produce. Even in an art form it is hard to escape the impact of my 
low-income background, but with that being said I can still make something that is beautiful 
and impactful from my situation.

by Martin RiosPapel Picado
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by Keri Alexandra Zhang

Sketched Interpretation
of P’s Thesis
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A Day to
Remember

May 24th, 2020 was a beautiful day. Above was a true sky-blue 
streaked with pu!s of white. The Pennsylvania trees grew 
thicker as my family drove away from our river-side Harrisburg 

home and into the mountains. A beautiful day, and I had something to say.
There was good food packed for our picnic: homemade hummus & 

chips; home-cooked sweet potatoes, peppers, tofu, and other toppings; and 
five very full sandwiches, mine a veggie burger.

As we pulled out from the garage and onto the road, I wasn’t really 
nervous yet. There must have been music. There’s usually a song playing 
in my head, appearing and changing of its own accord, following my more 
subconscious mental state and mood. But I don’t think there was a song 
in my head that day.

We drove northward a ways, along the Susquehanna, eventually 
crossing over a short metal bridge (full of bumps) and entering into the 
quaint little town of Newport, PA. Moving slowly through the town, our 
vehicle made its way onto the long and wide main road that took us to 
Little Bu!alo State Park. We straightened into the parking space, and all 
stepped out.

I headed over to the picnic tables next to the lake, choosing one with 
my two younger brothers. Ours was the cleanest in a shady spot, weather-
beaten, though it was hard to imagine the harshness of the elements as I 
looked around at serenity.

We set out the spread, and began the meal. My parents sat across 
from me, and my brothers to my right. There was good, homely food and 
conversation.

We were testing this place out for my graduation celebration next week. 
I couldn’t easily celebrate with my friends during the pandemic, but I 
could be outside in nature for a socially-distanced meal with my close 
family. That was our o%cial reason for coming. We often came out to hike 
the mountain trails that loop around the lake, but this picnic was special.

It was also at my request. I had set it all up just how I wanted: no 
distractions, little stress, calming scenery, good food, my parents and 
brothers together, and the focus already kind of on me. I wasn’t stealing 

by Clarissa Papenfuse
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someone else’s spotlight. Because everything was so perfect, I couldn’t 
let myself back out. I had come close to sharing this part of myself before, 
but there was always some reason not to.

Now, I told myself, there was no good reason to abort. I was safe in a 
loving family. Though I couldn’t imagine their responses, I could assume 
the outcome would be positive. That was more than some of my friends 
could say with certainty. I felt a deep sense of gratitude.

Yet, I was still anxious, sitting on that rough wooden bench. I wanted to 
tell them first. I looked around me at their smiling chatter.

My college self would be happier. We wouldn’t drift apart.
I got everyone’s attention: “ I have something to say.”
My body betrayed me, revealing my nerves in fresh sweat on my palms; 

the vibrato of my voice; my freakishly loud and fast heartbeat; large, 
quaking jitters of my hands as I tried to set my sandwich down and end 
this.

I noticed, vividly, the naturally vibrant power of the bright sun’s wafts 
of warmth.

I noticed the sparkling sea of glitter that was the lake.
I saw and felt the steady trees around me, the bark and height familiar.
The lap of the waves, the chatter of birds, the scurrying of squirrels.
I drew steady strength from this flowing stream of energy.
The whole of this beautiful day. There was no turning back now.
“I’m bi-romantic.”
A quick silence ensued. My mind was swept up in a gripping haze. I felt 

suspended in this limbo of vulnerability. I couldn’t think, but I gradually 
relaxed, and my processing space began to clear.

I noticed kind smiles beaming at me as supportive words pattered my 
ears. I don’t remember those words, but my parents seemed proud.

I would have explained more, took questions, set terms, but I physically 
could not speak. My throat had closed up. My eyes watered with joy.

Dad: “I understand why you didn’t finish your sandwich.”
Mom: “May 24th, a date to remember!”
We packed up our food and started on the hike. Everything was 

blessedly normal.

by SCUntitled
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Trapped
she feels in the
concrete jungle.
Unable to breathe.

Free
ze feels in
a bath full of flowers
in the jungle.
her chest slowly rises and falls

T--F  by Zonía Moore

I was inspired by Yvon Goulet’s 
paintings that often show urinals 
and bathroom scenes of gay cruising. 
For a long time, just peeing at a 
urinal in a public bathroom was the 
closest thing I had to any lived gay 
fantasy, so I wanted to express my 
appreciation to the urinal.

by Alan Nunez

Queer CAD
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I was also inspired by Marcel 
Duchamp’s urinal sculpture and his 
rebellion against what should or 
shouldn’t be considered beautiful. 
Urinals are considered disgusting 
by most, so highlighting its unique 
and sort of beautiful form felt very 
rebellious.

A Fire hydrant’s beauty is also taken 
for granted. I think they’re very 
sculptural but often overlooked. 
Revealing the lower half of the 
hydrant reminds me of revealing 
my sexuality. Also, I wanted to put a 
queer spin on the hydrant by giving 
the phallic shape a gaping mouth and 
bottom.
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How do I interpret history? Nowadays I find archives of 
images, evidence that people and ideas have existed for far 

longer than our digital structures would have us think. When 
thinking about queer histories and myself as a queer person, I 
have to consider that the things I create, the way I exist with 
myself and others, and the way I interpret my political autonomy 
it are all a part of queer history. How do I define queerness? How 
have I experienced queerness? I created images that explore these 
questions through a relatively simple yet widely expansive photo-
graphic process called cyanotype. The chemistry is painted onto a 
substrate and utilizes UV rays from the sun in order to create an 
image. Working with collage, I thought of defining moments of my 
own history—times when I really understood what it meant to be 
queer, when I felt the impact of the past on my present and could 
fully appreciate the moment for all the nuances and e!orts laden 
within it.

I first came across queer art with the imagery of Robert Map-
plethorpe, and subsequently witnessed the lasting pain of the AIDS 
pandemic. Grief survives even as lives are lost; images survive 
decades of silence and scream all the louder for it. How the artist 
gives and gives, leaving pieces of themselves in the things they 
make. I found queerness was defined by loss, by absence. Timeli-
ness: I come into this world after a decimation of my people, one 
that is not specified nor discussed. My queer existence was born 
out of a number of tragedies, and yet somehow queerness survived. 
I then came across Nan Goldin, whose work was full of unbridled 
existence. Images of people I didn’t know came to define queerness 
as community, family, and love, even amidst pain and violence. No 
justification, no apology— these are moments of pure being.

Unf!"#d
by Sudeep Bhargava
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I am insistent on my multitudes. While I can define queerness, 
I know queerness cannot define me. I contribute to queer history, 
but what else contributes to my history? I look back to my parents’ 
histories: the images in their pasts, the memories and unresolved 
tensions that were passed down to me. The histories of my par-
ents, the narratives that they lived, are an intrinsic part of my life. 
At this age—when I am at the edge of everything and nothing at 
all—I find guidance in exploring my parents’ life. I am inheritor 
of their joy and sadness, of things they never even told me about. 
I feel it all. An image of them standing in front of the first apart-
ment they lived in together, a spontaneous moment from the night 
they met; yet another way I understand intimacy, and perhaps the 
most literal evidence of family. Lastly, as history is something that 
is never set in stone, I bring imagery from my own life to negotiate 
the ever changing narratives that define me. Evidence of intimacy, 
remnants of survival, simple moments of being—I find the images 
of my life are queer history, but they are also presents and futures. 
I do not subscribe to linear time; the past, the present, and the 
future exist hand in hand and dependent on each other.

Cyanotype has a raw aesthetic and involves a tactile process. The 
movement required in applying the emulsion reminds me that I am 
always creating history, and that I am always carrying that histo-
ry in my body. The parts of the image that are exposed meet the 
parts that are not in a visceral manner—the moment of movement, 
the violence of being. I am drawn to the di!erent angular shapes, 
defined by the absence of imagery in some instances and the edge 
of the emulsion in others. The act of arranging seems analogous 
to the way I understand queerness: trying out di!erent ways to be, 
not in the pursuit of finding a perfect fit, but of finding an appeal-
ing way to be in which I am content.

The challenge with defining history is that history is always 
being made. The past is not a static thing; instead moments elude 
us, then resurface, and transform. These images provide a glimpse 
into the way I defined my own queer history. Elements are con-
stantly being renegotiated, taking up new meanings and fading into 
meaningless. Queerness is always in metamorphosis, as am I, and 
so I choose to leave this history unfinished
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February 22, 2021 by Ana Maria Acevedo

In Conversation with  
Carmen Maria Machado

Ana Acevedo: To begin, I was reading Zadie Smith’s piece the other day and 
she talks about how she used to fantasize about other people’s lives and how 
other kids used to live, and that’s how that she knew that she always had this 
imagination for other people’s lives and wanted to be a writer. Did you have a 
similar experience, or did the writing come as a formative thing in your youth?
Carmen Maria Machado: I started writing and thinking about writing very 
early in my life. My parents weren’t themselves big readers, but it was really 
important to them that we got read to a lot. For a long time when I was 
little my great-grandmother would come stay with us, and she would read 
to me a lot. Early on in the process I was getting books read to me every 
night, stories told to me, and as soon as I was able to write or think about 
writing I was thinking narratively. I would write poetry and imitate a lot 
of my favorite writers. I loved Shel Silverstein, the poet, and I would write 
little Shel Silverstein-esque poems and little short stories and little books. 
I would make books out of paper; my father had stationery from work 
and I would take the little pads of his stationery and staple them together 
to make books. Then once I got old enough I started writing. I remember 
learning in school, I don’t know if they do this anymore, but when I was in 
elementary school we learned how to write a letter. 
They were like, “You can write a letter to anybody if you have the address: 
here’s how you write to a company, here’s how you write to a friend, here’s 
how you write to an author.” They showed us how inside of books you have 
the address for the publishing company. They were like, “You can send a 
letter to an author via the publishing company” and so I felt drunk with 
power. And I started writing letters to all kinds of people and a couple 
people wrote back actually, it was really funny. That was a very formative 
thing in my life. I’ve wanted to be a writer or have been moving toward 
being a writer my whole life. I’ve had lots of other career ideas but I always 
came back to the creative pursuits, and I feel like in retrospect I’ve been 
sort of aiming towards it for a very long time.
Acevedo: And do you feel as though this is a trajectory that you eventually 
reach an endpoint to…when do you call yourself a writer per say versus just 
someone who enjoys writing?
Machado: I think that’s a personal question. I think everybody answers that 
question a little di!erently, so I don’t like to tell other people when you can 
and cannot call yourself a writer. I think I began thinking of myself 
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as a writer probably when I started grad school, but also when I began 
to be able to get paid for my writing, which was a very specific kind of 
experience. For a long time that was not the case and I never was paid for 
my writing. And then at some point that started; but everybody’s di!erent, 
the way everyone thinks about it is di!erent.
Acevedo: And I wanted to know, because you sort of gravitate towards this 
fantasy/horror genre writing, what made you decide those genres over any 
others to talk about the aspects of your life?
Machado: I am just interested in genre in general and interested in the way 
that genre creates world-building elements and structures and tropes; the way 
they all feed di!erent pieces of narrative. I’ve always just found genre very 
interesting and I think that non-realism and fantasy and horror have always 
been genres that really spoke to me because I like the way that fantasy creates 
space for liminal experience, and I like the way that horror makes you think 
about your own mortality and about death and fear and all the things that 
shape us. So those are just two genres that have always really spoken to me.
Acevedo: Wow, that’s really interesting, you say that horror makes you 
think about your own mortality.
Machado: I think it’s what it does. For most people I think that’s what 
makes it so horrifying.
Acevedo: I’ve never thought about it that way. Now that you mentioned 
that, just to contextualize our world right now with the global pandemic, is 
there a new aspect of horror that you are realizing didn’t exist before?
Machado: For me it’s not new. I think what’s happening right now with 
the pandemic is that a lot of people are coming face-to-face with the 
insu%ciencies of their government, of other people. I was actually just 
listening to a podcast earlier today about this idea of psychic numbing 
which is this idea that the larger the numbers get with a tragedy or death 
and illness, the less you can comprehend individual pain and su!ering. I 
feel like there’s all these ways in which the pandemic is testing our systems 
and it’s testing our willpower. It’s testing our ability to make choices and 
our morals. And in many ways we’re failing, and I think that that is for some 
people very, very scary. For me it just feels like this is what I would have 
expected; every single thing that we assume as Americans that we know 
about our government and healthcare and individual choice and public 

health is tested. It’s just gonna be a mess, which is exactly what’s happened.
Acevedo: Do you think that perhaps this experience is going to lead to 
lots of media, perhaps not just books and novels but in general, that center 
around [the pandemic]?
Machado: We already have a robust tradition of pandemic literature. lt’s 
a topic that I feel is not as if we’ve never written about before, it happens 
all the time and people write about it. I’m sure it’ll creep into…I did write 
a short story for a magazine, Kazoo, which is a magazine for younger girls 
ages five to ten, and I did mention the pandemic in that story. That was 
the first time that I’ve ever done that, but I’m sure it will happen [again] 
because it’s just what happens. I think even more than saying “I’ll be 
reading a lot of books about the pandemic,” you’ll also be reading a lot of 
books about loneliness. People who are coming to terms with what it means 
to be alone and isolated. That seems like even more potential to me than 
just books about fiction and pandemics. But art comes out of what’s going 
on and very much reflects the tenor of the moment, so it feels inevitable 
that there will be books out about the pandemic and its related ills.
Acevedo: Yeah, absolutely, I can see a lot of great things being written 
about this aspect of isolation, I think a lot of people will relate to that. 
Okay, so just shifting gears a little bit: so, I’m Colombian and I know you 
have some Latinx background and that you’ve been influenced by Gabriel 
García Márquez/Cien Años de Soledad and such, and so I wanted to ask 
about this intersection of Latinx and and LGBTQ, and how you think that 
has shaped and perhaps motivated your writing.
Machado: That’s a really good question—I’m not sure what the overlap is. For 
me the way of thinking about it is this question of liminality, this question 
of being on a threshold or a precipice. On one hand, my racial identity is 
very complicated because I look white. To some people I would be white and 
identify as white; my grandfather was not white, and so there’s this sense of 
liminality about racial identity and ethnic identity and this is sort of a space of 
uncertainty or…it’s like a Schrödinger’s cat, like quantum or something, there’s 
something kind of interesting there. And then queerness is the same way, and 
not only just sexual orientation, but also things like gender identity. Yeah, I’m a 
woman, basically, but also those things feel very liminal to me, and I think I feel 
di!erently some days. Those things kind of shift and change, an identity has 
this sort of mutable quality, and I think those things are shared for me; I think 
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there’s just a sort of halfway point between them that is useful.
Acevedo: Yeah, you explained that very well. Last question is; for all our 
writers that submit to Q-INE and read the work: Any advice or perhaps 
lessons that you’ve learned along your writing career?
Machado: You should never feel afraid to talk about your queerness or to 
let it influence your work. When I was in college I had only one gay male 
teacher, my entire time in college, that was out that I knew about. And 
when I was in college in 2004 it was a di!erent time. It’s not that long ago, 
but it really was a whole di!erent way of being. I think, that even coming 
into myself as a writer, [there are] these questions about what does it 
mean when I write sexually explicit material in my fiction that is mostly 
queer, and it’s not common and people notice it and have a lot of feelings 
about it. But for me it’s really important that I lean into who I am and 
that’s a part of my work; and it’s not all that I am, it’s one piece of it, but 
it’s really important. It feels a little weird saying it to you guys, because I 
feel like you’re a whole di!erent generation; there’s a whole di!erent way 
of thinking about queerness in 2021 than there was in 2004. But still it is 
really exciting, it’s exciting to see. It makes me feel really good, it makes me 
feel really happy because I just remember feeling really alone as a teen in 
terms of not having any models or anyone to look at or anything to read, 
not having anyone to guide me, and I feel like the world is really di!erent. 
In some ways—in some ways it’s still shitty, in some ways it’s still terrible, 
but in some ways it’s not and I think that’s really exciting. I want people 
to lean into what makes them special and not be afraid to let every piece 
of them, every piece of their identity and body, be a part of whatever it is 
they’re making. I just think that’s really important.
Acevedo: I definitely appreciate that and I know everybody else will also 
because that’s very motivating, and I agree with you, sometimes it feels very 
scary to lean into those aspects of oneself.
Machado: Yeah, I think it can be. It’s important to me to talk about being 
gay. It’s just important. It’s part of who I am and it’s not something I have to 
hide or be embarrassed about. Some people do still feel that way, so I feel 
like it’s important to not give them what they want.
Acevedo: Fight the power, for sure. That’s awesome. Thank you so much. 
Machado: I appreciate it, thank you.
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She taught me magic.

Got o! that bus
Wearing a pretty white chi!on dress 
,
A black woman with flowers in her 
hair
In the fall

Knew she had to have some money
Being so weather-’ppropriate and 
clean,
So ill-equipped to do work

She told me ‘bout a woman with a 
bible page hanging in her earring
How she taught her how to turn 
tree roots to a husband’s lust or a 
baby’s health
Make any woman’s dream come 
true,
Said “the lord will make sure you 
get what you need, I make my living 
on the wants”

She told me bout a woman with a 
bible page folded up in an earring

Bout fresh blueberries,
Bout how sparks light o! a collar-
bone
The valley between the asscheek 
and thigh
How the sweetest and meanest old 
men should’ve been more careful 

young men,
Thoughtful
So they’d have more than the same 
four memories to chew on
when everything,
including the porchdog
moves back into the dust

My momma don’t like how I ran to 
do her bidding
Jumping over fences and risking Mr 
Randall’s cat’s path to get gardenias 
that fell from his tree
The pieces of cornbread I’d sneak 
from our table
Just to see her those slender brown 
fingers meet her smile
my dress pockets, all crumbs

My head so empty

My momma don’t like how I tried to 
be like her
Hips with a rhythm of their own
Trading braids for victory rolls, or 
‘at least a coif’
Wanting a beaded dress
As if i had anywhere to wear it
Or anything to fill it

She thought I’d become boy crazy 
from spending so much time with 
an older girl.....

White Dress
by Suhe Greene

I was 15, in a blue dress
Walking through green grass

Waiting for my moving forward to 
actually mean something
Wasn’t going nowhere that I 
wouldn’t have to turn back around 
for
Carrying this burlap bag
Bout heavy as Lil Ray
To Aunt Hattie

She always wore purple
Had one of those back rooms with 
all types of jars
Dry snake skin
Oils
Brick dust
Booze, only for Legba to drink

Second row at church was sweaty 
business
Big woman needed some extra 
protection from the stench of Satur
days’ sin
Perfume bottles would shine rain
bows cross her walls
Though I’m not sure the scent did 
well with Sun

Aunt Hattie’s husband was in and 
out of town “working”
When he wasn’t in jail, he spent 
time building things,
In the backhouses

Momma told me never go to the 
backhouses
Looked too much like barracks
Couldn’t no good go on in quarters 
like that

“You gon’ always go chasin’ after 
trouble like that?”

It’s bout the only thing liable to find 
you.
I know how to make the wind find 
you wherever you at

Aunt Hattie showed me,
I didn’t need it to follow you that 
day
Your chi!on dress sticks out in the 
field one day,

You let me follow you.
Didn’t welcome me
But ain’t shoo me away neither

Someone was following us too

I lay low in the grass
While they laid a few steps ahead

I ran home
Her sounds in my ear
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leave me be to
be in the world
by drops by the wind’s drop
in pitch  hurls of leaves

Weather makes a closet
in steady declensions:
could you drink a beer
without saying lone, plural,
or man? Made to lie in

   a ball of humming
   bees, bees in winter

    to be so unlike a group’s creature instead
    this engine, a becoming by negatives

  the bees as their own brackets
  as their own binding metaphor

Temporary’s promising out loud in a
whisper’s vocation of sliding about
“He gets up and goes to his desk.
He is climbing out towards his kith.”

chastity of the senses
neither packs nor pistons
will do to describe living
with a lock on the horizon

  so, totally
shorn of this notion of sun or day,
I go out-and-about secluding.
 The first curled thing writes
 an invitation to exile

by Jamie Albrecht

Privately Speaking, 
Generally

by Zonía Moorequeer love surmounts mountains
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Vignettes from a 
Semi-Out Trans Girl

by V

There is a restaurant in midtown Manhattan, on 56th St between 5th 
and 6th Avenue, that I’ll never forget, and not because of their food. 
I went there on a cold winter day, and I was especially cold because 

of what I was wearing. When we got to the restaurant I remember saying 
to my partner, Sam, “I can’t do this, I’m too scared.” But she nudged me 
forward. “It’ll be fine,” she said.

I remember walking in, appreciating the reprieve from the cold. Sam had 
already shrugged her coat o! and was balancing it on her arm. Without a 
moment’s hesitation, the hostess took it from her, then turned to me and 
asked, “Can I get your coat, miss?” I glanced around to see who she was 
talking to. Sam nudged me again and cleared her throat, “Um, she’s talking 
to you, V.”  The hostess asked again, “Can I get your coat, miss?” My god, I 
nearly fainted from euphoria. That day in that Manhattan restaurant, was 
the first day I had ever presented as a woman in public and it was the first 
time a stranger actually saw me as one. I had passed! The happiness I felt in 
that moment seemed too good for human life. I understand now that that 
day was the first happy day of my life.

***
The first time I tried dressing as a woman was 15 years ago, in high 

school. At the end of each year, our school would host “Spirit Week”, a fun 
tradition to lighten everyone’s mood after exams. The school was divided 
into teams that competed against each other in a host of activities, such 
one-legged races, juggling, mural making, dodgeball, etc. I was never great 
at sports, and never had a hand for painting, but on Friday there was one 
event that I had been waiting the entire year for, one event where I could 
take my team to victory: Gender-Bender.

That Friday, after arriving at school, I snuck into the faculty bathroom 
and got ready. Ostensibly I wanted to win this competition, but really, I 
hoped that I might gain a modicum of recognition. Over the years, and 
unbeknownst to every single person in my life, I had been buying dresses, 
wigs, and makeup that I practiced wearing almost every day. With this 
insignificant event, I hoped that I too might be taken for another high 
school girl who went to class, ate at the cafeteria, and chatted with her 
friends by the lockers.

Confident with the way I looked, I left the bathroom and entered the 
main hall of the school. Needless to say, with my years of practicing in 
front of the mirror, I received e!usive cheers from my team and most of 
the school, and the judges handily awarded our team the win. I was hailed 
a hero, celebrated by my team, and felt for a brief moment that I was 
understood for who I was. While I was happy, I knew I was exempt from 
opprobrium only because of this competition; however, I took the small 
semblance of recognition, hopeful that my classmates and teachers might 
treat and understand me di!erently now that they saw me in this light.

Then the day ended, and I had to sadly change my clothes, scrub o! my 
makeup and the nail polish and head home. I had to excise any trace of 
femininity, lest my parents discover that I did something untoward. Little 
did I know, however, word got back to my parents that I had participated in 
Gender-Bender. Someone from school had told her parents, who were good 
friends with my parents, that I had dressed as a girl at school.

When I got home, I was, as usual, famished, and I poked around the 
kitchen looking for something to turn into a snack. On that particular day, 
we had run out of bread. As I dug into a pack of ham, I yelled out to my 
mom, “Mom, do we have anymore bread? Mom!”

No answer. That was weird. In fact, it was weird that I had not seen her at 
all since coming home. I went upstairs to her room. Maybe she was taking 
a nap or watching TV in the bedroom, I thought. I opened the door to her 
bedroom and found her sitting at the edge of her bed. She wasn’t taking a 
nap. She was crying.

“What’s wrong, Mom?” I asked.
No response.
“Mom, is everything ok?”
I was getting nervous. After a minute she raised her head and glared at 

me. 
“Answer me one question?” she said slowly, while holding back her tears.
“Umm, yes, Mom. Is everything okay?”
“Just one question – are you gay?” 
“What are you talking about, Mom? No, I’m not gay!”
“Liar!”
“Where is this coming from?”
“I learned from Divi’s mom that you dressed up as a girl at school today.”
 “Mom, it was just a game. It was a game!”
“She said you wore nail polish and had on a dress.” 
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“Mom – it was a game.”
“Show me your nails.”
I hesitated, which was enough for her to let out another sob before 

grabbing my hand. She saw the flecks of pink that I had failed to 
completely remove.

She glared at me. “So, it’s true. Wait till I tell your father.”
Up till that point, I had largely remained calm, but mention of my father 

made my entire body tense up. I pleaded, “Mom, please don’t. It was a game; 
I am not gay. This has nothing to do with being gay.”

My father came home a few hours later. My mom told him everything. I 
remember him saying, “What the fuck is this about? Are you some kind of 
faggot? Are you gay?”

“It was a game, Dad.”
“Why the fuck would you participate? Is because you are a sick faggot?”
“No. It was just school – spirit week.”
“Don’t play dumb with me. This is disgusting. Shameful. Gross. You 

know, you used to do these things when you were young. Your mother and 
I thought it was a phase. But you really are some sort of weird sicko aren’t 
you.”

Then he slapped me across the face. As we went in for another strike, my 
sister ran in to stop him. 

From then on, my dad was hell bent on making me masculine. He would 
make me wear monochromatic clothing. Tell me to walk like a man by 
kicking my legs if I swayed. Tell me to speak like a man if I was ever shy or 
high-pitched, sit like a man if I ever crossed my legs, eat food like a man, if 
it appeared I was too dainty while eating. 

When I got to college, I was finally free of his tyranny. But with the 
femininity beaten out of me, I didn’t know who I was. All I knew was I was 
angry at the world and exhausted from the weight of relentless pretending, 
despair, and hopelessness. I had always felt I was a woman trapped in a 
man’s body, but that seemed ridiculous. This was before Caitlyn Jenner 
and Laverne Cox. The idea of being trapped in the wrong body didn’t seem 
real. How could it be? And even if it was, what the hell was I going to do 
about it? So, I continued to deny and repress who I might be and live this 
miserable life. Gender-Bender was all fun and games, but how could I 
live like that? No one believed I was a woman then and no one would if I 
dressed like one now. 

***
Five years ago, I met my partner – Sam. a few months into our 

relationship, I remember she told me that I had the most doleful face she 
had ever seen. I suppose our bodies always betray us. I don’t know what 
compelled me to tell her. Perhaps the despair had reached a tipping point 
or maybe I trusted her. I told her everything. I told her I was a woman 
trapped in a man’s body. 

She sat quietly for a minutes after I told her, then said, very seriously, “I 
understand.” 

“What do you understand?” I asked, terrified that she too would be 
disgusted.

Her face broke into a chuckle and then in between laughter, she said, 
“The perfect man is a woman!”  

I chuckled too, and felt relief wash over me. Sometimes we need help 
from others to get on with what we should have been doing all along. For 
me, that person was Sam. 

***
I remember getting home from work, on one cold winter day, and the 

moment I got home Sam pushed me into the bathroom, told me to take a 
shower and shave my face. I asked what was going on. She told me to get 
ready because she had made reservations at a new restaurant that had just 
opened on 56th St.

“I bought you something special to wear. Put it on once you’re done,” she 
shouted over the noisy shower. 

After I finished, I found, hanging on the outside knob of the bathroom 
door, a black, lace dress. 

“Put that on.” Sam said. 
I was utterly perplexed. “What? No. Aren’t we going out?”
“Yes, we are, and that’s what you’re wearing.” Sam commanded.
I didn’t need to be told twice to put on a dress. I nervously came out of 

the bathroom. Sam looked me up and down once, let out a soft whistle and 
said, “You look stunning.” 

Then she asked me to twirl. I did and the dress flared upwards and I 
smiled. “In the near year that we have been together that is the first time I 
have seen you smile. Now sit, I am going to do your makeup.” 

When she was done, I looked at myself in the mirror: there was the girl 
that I imagined I was, the one I saw only in my own head. She was right 
in front of me. I spent 15 minutes just looking at myself in a mirror from 
di!erent angles, before Sam dragged me out the door to make it on time for 
our reservation.

When we got out of the taxi, I pulled my coat around me tightly and 
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remarked, “Man, my legs are cold.”
“Get used to it,” Sam giggled, “you’re wearing a dress after all!” I smiled, 

and we walked inside. 
***

This one identity more than any other has defined my entire life and 
like a great weight it has pulled me to the very depths of despair and 
hopelessness. All I wanted was for people to see me as a woman. Being 
called “miss” in that restaurant was all it took to make me feel complete. 
That one word was all it took to lift the weight of 26 years of feeling 
trapped. I think, in that moment, I finally accepted something I had known 
all along: that I am transgender. 

Sam and I did things like that every month, then every week, then every 
other day. She’s been holding my hand through it all. Coming to business 
school was my attempt to finally leave my male persona behind and make 
progress in a liberally minded environment. A little progress, but not much, 
I have achieved. Every day I am scared that I won’t be taken seriously, 
that people will laugh at me when they see me, that my size and my voice 
and my beard will give away my birth sex. The shame from my family’s 
invectives lingers. I don’t know what the way forward is from here, and I 
sometimes feel gripped by a great fear: Will I be taken seriously when I 
decide to leave my male façade behind forever? Then, I think back to only 
last week when someone at Wharton spoke about me and used “she”, and I 
smile. Maybe all I need to overcome the fear is the recognition from a few 
kind souls that I am a woman.

In the Imaginary Box (And Crawling Out) by Gabriela Portillo Alvarado
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There is much I could say about chairs, doors and openings, one rib 
touching strap. Di%cult brain with funnels, red creeping through. 
It always finds a way.

This is something because with cover I was less enthused. I am sitting 
for a while and body designs me. Every time the shower ran I had the same 
color, watermelon on all sides. 

People write for disembodied, but Starbucks bathroom stayed shut. Dirt 
stayed clean, only existing in consideration. It started in front of the tree 
counting down, and I don’t know my skin when we hit one. 

I remember so vividly the next day because it was deeper than water 
streaming. I would answer but another body next to mine. It started in blue 
sea grey, high walls, still the old phone and one flavor per week. It kept as 
feet flew above snow. 

In the ocean I was burnt by thighs, saw a number and took it. Trips to 
middle of land, mouth open on a rock. This is why I counted ephemeral. 
Bright pale blue. Would this mind exist as wolf child, or else will paper 
won’t stay blank.

This is not as clear as the last but neither am I. Say curious and the knob, 
but either way inside became for them. It’s di%cult. Watermelon bright and 
too stretched to stay, before I met that one, before I learned this. 

Rotation and was good. I feel the blue draped on arms. The red on 
stomach, waist. The hair down back. The ladder and I don’t know what’s in 
the box. The entirety of underneath is because top dictated on the page, the 
I reduced to singular.

It’s di%cult because layers because fork cannot hold weight. I saw the 
first again and again mouth open above substance. It would all come o! 
either way. There was a fourth and then a fifth then the second because 
papers broke and glitter spilled on the floor. 

The top never mattered and in pictures I feel the red blue stirring. All of 
it is a way home, every moment underneath. To the next one and by that 
time I’d lost count, forgot the tour of grass. 

Where It All 
Began by Zoe Stoller

And again there is language in a word cloud, consciousness of phase. 
Everything already there and people lighting up. Behind the shed in a 
thunderstorm, tights down, poetic. In the building, the basketball, eyes 
meeting skin. 

Are you sure because we’ve run out of time and I’d seen them all and 
finished, canceled the last day of car. The next one because inside is too hot. 
Biomimicry is convincing of necessity. I know no truth but hours open late. 
Swish under letter, lace under hips. 

It is di%cult when I was orange blue. Red and white, purple then before 
that pale protruding green. Each way my eyes know how to see. Right 
now I am inside my mind and ears absorb my skin. Thoughts shedding 
from shoulders. Numbers existing in blank. Body bequeathing itself. Trees 
wading in clothes. Fingers learning to breathe. 
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by Isabella Schlact

Homo 
Deluxe by Peyton Toups

Made in the image of Apollo,
no Ganymede; no Zeus; no, God,

an image I scroll to and click
on, molding his features without

water irl—a phantasmic boy
borne without a father or name—

flat like a one-way street.

I erase his history like a reverse
Pygmalion, without a thank you.

Kiss
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by Sudeep Bhargava
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I came back to Philadelphia for a few days just to wrap things up. By the 
last day all I had was a pile of clothes, various belongings, and an empty 
suitcase to pack. I had already emptied out my house of anything that 

could be traced back to me, and I felt strangely about that. I met up with 
Sarah around 11 am and showed her the two tabs of acid we later placed 
in our mouths. Sarah’s apartment isn’t small exactly, but there’s only one 
window from which I can functionally see the sky, and so I had the sudden 
urge to take a walk.

The streets were emptier than usual, but we hadn’t reached ghost-town 
status yet. We reached my house on Irving Street and, after slight hesita-
tion, went inside. I showed Sarah the room I once slept in. The only things 
left were a dresser and a mirror, but those had been there when I moved 
in so I had no reason to take them with me. There was also a pile of things 
sitting in the middle of the room just collecting dust. I knew I would have 
to pack them up eventually, but the trip was still escalating, and I knew I 
didn’t have that type of willpower at the moment.

We sat in the empty lot beside the row of homes on my street. I was 
wearing a new shirt so I was careful not to get it dirty. I look back now and 
think that it’s pretty funny that I’d wear a new shirt on the day the world 
ended. Luckily, we did run into a few people that day and I did get the com-
pliments I was expecting. We walked around campus and nearby spots that 
I felt were important enough to be seen. The drug had a peculiar way of 
making everything feel serendipitous. Of course I’d walk past Allegro Pizza 
right as they were blasting “No One” by Alicia Keys. And of course Sarah 
and I would walk past the one man we’ve both kissed. He waved at us, 
and we waved back. How strange it is, seeing someone you once shared an 
intimate moment with on the day before the world was going to end. Every 
dog being walked looked at me and acknowledged my presence. We were 
stripped of our egos only for them to attach themselves back to our bodies.
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We came back to the lot a couple times on our walk. I didn’t want to be 
in the house, I thought of it as nothing more than a skeleton anymore, and 
to be haunted in a way. Nobody else would be coming to visit it now, it had 
already seen its last etchings of liveliness and to disrupt that would be in-
credibly rude indeed. We went back to Sarah’s and turned o! all the lights. 
We sat in the dark, and she played some music. She told me this was a song 
she’d always wanted to listen to while tripping, and so we danced around 
her apartment. I had retrieved my camera from my house when we were 
there last so I took a photo of Sarah, and Sarah took a photo of me. I’m not 
sure what was going through her head at that moment, and I remember 
wanting to know, but maybe it’s better that I don’t.

It would be dark soon, and I wanted to say a last goodbye to my house 
on Irving Street. I realized that I had left some weed and cigarettes in the 
bottom right cabinet of the kitchen. We smoked the cigarettes on my front 
porch as I became more and more apathetic about my life and returning to 
Texas. It was hard to care about anything, even my lungs, when the world 
was making too much sense. Everything was right, and it was too much to 
express, so instead I just lit another cig. It didn’t seem pessimistic to me, 
but I didn’t want to say what I was thinking out loud in case Sarah wasn’t 
feeling the same way.
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We accidentally smoked the whole pack and talked about turning into 
our parents. I watched as the whole block was demolished and built again 
ten times over. In the end, this place will be reduced to rubble, as all things 
are. I knew that the world would be ending soon, and I still needed to pack, 
but maybe I could put that o! for a little longer. I left Irving Street, but 
eventually even Irving Street will leave that place, which is to say that noth-
ing binding my existence in Philadelphia has any more permanence than I 
do there. Time managed to turn all these buildings into tiny pebbles, and I 
realized that I am no more mortal than that which sustains me.

I did what I came to Philadelphia to do, and it was just a matter of time 
before I would be taking o! and watching the city crumble. That was the 
day the world was going to end, and I didn’t care much for the place any-
way so I nothing to be sad about. I thought about my front porch, and I felt 
nothing at all. I find that it is often hard to separate the past and present 
into distinct categories. The future itself will become just another thing that 
happened. How do I evoke the past without enacting violence unto it? Yes, 
I am afraid of losing everything I’ve learned, but knowledge is gained and 
knowledge is lost, and in the end we are exactly as we were. I punctured 
these images in order to make them prettier than they were, and maybe 
everything I’ve written is a lie. Eventually, the day will be reduced to just 
another thing I did and maybe it won’t matter at all, and I don’t feel bad 
about thinking that.
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On the Tracks (But Not to Run) by Gabriela Portillo Alvarado
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Igo saw the dancing first. The way the guy’s body swung and bounced, the 
glint of his teeth and belt-buckle in the unsteady light. The motions them-

seles were awkward but there was something so graceful in the fervor and 
the loudness of his movement against a backdrop of self-conscious shuf-
flers. He shimmered with beads of violet sweat under the strobing violet 
lights, then shook a wavy shock of blue hair, his face a blur of green and his 
limbs golden. No one seemed to see him, seemed to have accepted him into 
the fold of the scene. There was a veil of colorful figures swirling between 
them, and, separated by their neon displays, Igo saw the dancer and himself. 
Standing there, it was just Igo, Igo watching in the corner with his solo cup 
stubbornly red.

A Cheshire smile flashed in the semi-dark and Igo was consumed. The 
shake and splay of the dancer appeared chaotic at first. Impulse and motion 
to the oomf of the bass as it beat a rhythm into the dance floor. But as Igo 
stood self-conscious and staring, he began to observe patterns resolving 
themselves in the kick of the dancer’s leg and thrust of his elbow, even as 
each element manifested in new combinations. The dancer repeated, but in 
unpredictable ways. The dancing was his own spiral of ever-shifting neon, 
counter-clockwise to the rotations of the shu&ers. Sometimes closer, some-
times farther, like an unsteady lighthouse bobbing on ocean currents.

Igo took a step forward, then a step back. His breath was caught by the 
unassailable distance between them. He couldn’t approach him anymore 
than he could approach the moon, and gravity was warping the space 
between them, filling it with all his fears and doubts, insecurities, reasons to 
hang back and cling to his red-and-white solo cup like a lifesaver. A familiar 
frigid weight spread through his chest, shoulders, arms, wrist, and fingers, 
the numbness blinding and so cold his limbs felt on fire. Then someone 
pushed him and he lost his balance, space and warmth rushing back as he 
teetered. Through the contractions of the crowd, the dancer moved closer; 

someone jostled Igo from behind.
And suddenly Igo saw his face. Thick eyebrows, dark pupils and dark iris-

es, o!-center nose, crooked teeth. It was an ugly face. It glowed for Igo. The 
black pupils framed by magenta and indigo flitted around until they found 
Igo, Igo who had clearly been staring at him for a long time. His wide smile 
struck like lightning and then the guy was right in front of him, followed 
by a wave of heat and aftershave, curling like fingers. Igo saw himself in the 
blackness of the stranger’s eyes.

“I like your dancing,” Igo stammered over the thrum and thump of the 
bass. “What’s your name?” The guy smiled even wider and then he was 
dancing again, shivering to the beat of the colorful music. Igo stood in 
his aftershock for a moment, but the stranger’s moves were di!erent than 
before, inclusive, wild but always finding Igo again like the needle of a com-
pass. His focus was on Igo but di!use in a way that didn’t demand anything. 
It was a lovingly indi!erent gaze. When confronted by others in the night-
club, Igo tended to wilt under their direct sunlight, their laser-like attention 
leaving him stunned and stumbling until they left him in the darkness of 
their absence. This was di!erent.

The dancer was with Igo, but he acknowledged Igo in a way that said 
dance or no dance, talk or no talk, I am.

As the guy fell into the familiar complexities of his earlier moves, Igo 
found himself unfurling like a flower, ring after ring of petals opening and 
widening. He stuttered to the rhythm in his own clumsy way, and then he 
was stomping, fronds of himself unfurling more as he emerged.

Red — they were kicking their legs, spreading arms to the endless ceiling. 
Green — they were weaving around each other, growing closer and farther 
apart. Violet — they were matching pace to an ever louder bass-drop. Gold 
— they were grinning and shimmying, breath cross-pollinating, chest facing 
chest, the heat curling around them like a heavy summer. 

Igo stopped thinking about himself. Igo stopped thinking at all. There 
was stillness in the spaces between heartbeats … and then the world would 
crash in, a giddy explosion of synth and bass and too-bright lights. Occa-
sionally Igo lost himself in the heady expanse of the room, but then he 
always found himself in the liquid black of the dancer’s eyes.

And then it was over, the flat white overheads flickering on and an absent 
ringing filling the space. There was a crush of people streaming around Igo, 
pushing him toward the exit. He got a glimpse of the dancer’s blonde hair, 
and then he was surrounded by people he didn’t know, all of them pushing 
him with their words and elbows. Igo called himself a ride, and then he was 
in front of his bathroom mirror, watching himself brush his teeth. 

Grey-blue foam dribbled down his chin, and he looked pale and yellow 

How Long is  
 the Coastline  
of Britain?

by Cianán Conefrey-Shinozaki
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in the bathroom glow. In the confined space, he could not help but see 
himself over and over in the glass of the shower divider and the porcelain 
of his toilet. The tiles underfoot winked at him with nine-hundred copies 
of himself. It was very quiet in his apartment, and the silence was deafen-
ing. He spit into the sink to make sure he could hear and ran water into 
the porcelain bowl. As the bowl filled slowly, he looked himself square in 
the eyes. Millions of tiny misshapen brown eyes, lips distorted in bubbles, 
wavering lopsided ears, and warped noses that peered out at him from the 
frothy basin. He spit one more time, then collapsed into bed. 

His head was buzzing from the impressions of hundreds of bodies, and 
he tried counting sheep till his mind stilled. All he could muster was one 
solitary white ram on a snowy field, plaintively bleating in the cold. But, as 
he approached the ram he began to make out something on its back, anoth-
er ram tossing its head on its own wooly expanse. His final thought was to 
count the last sheep.

“How long is the coastline of Britain?” Igo was sitting alone next to a 
girl in class. Rows and rows of even desks surrounded them in a dizzyingly 
infinite grid. She leaned in, her breath cold, and repeated: “How long is the 
coastline of Britain?” He was put o! by the question. He was put o! by the 
classroom. He shook his head mutely. She leaned in even further, her face 
a luminous bronze oval with deep black wells for eyes. “It’s infinite,” she 
whispered. Her eyes filled Igo’s whole perception, all he could see was the 
inky darkness of her eyes and in them, himself looking half-dead, half-alive. 
“Each approximation of the coastline can be further refined, each beach 
carved out, then each rock, then each grain of sand, then the clustered 
silica crystals, then the quadrillions of molecules that separate the coast in 
exquisite, infinitesimal detail. And in each one of the atoms lies a hidden 
geometry so intricate and complex that it would take infinite lifetimes to 
measure out each line and corner. The coastline of Britain is an endlessly 
tortured line of fracturing beauty.”

He hung there and watched as the infinite lengths bound him staring at 
and into himself, and in his own pupil he saw himself, and in that pupil he 
saw another him, and another. … He was dancing again with the dancer, 
just Igo and the dancer in a dark void. Igo couldn’t hear any music over the 
silence, but he kept dancing anyway. As the dancer twirled, Igo caught a 
glimpse of his face again, and now his eyes were completely black from eye-
lash to eyelash. Igo bathed in its liquid black and was once again struck by 
visions of his infinite selves hovering there in the darkness, only this time 
each one was accompanied by the stranger. They danced in each others’ 
eyes. 

Igo opened his eyes and propped himself up. Already he was forgetting 
the dream. He brushed his teeth and readied himself for the day, but soon 
enough he was back at the nightclub, red solo cup in hand. To the reflec-

tion of his beer, he practiced his lines, “Hey, I really liked your dancing; you 
want to go out sometime?” He modeled di!erent tones and intonations, his 
voice cracking. Then Igo saw him through the turbulence in the crowd. He 
pushed his way through the horde as the lights pulsated and flashed. There 
the dancer was, dancing with another guy, a wide smile encircling both of 
them in a halo of lights. They looked so far away that Igo had to look down. 
He saw himself alone in his cup.
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so you let it slip away pt. 2
by Gabriela Portillo Alvarado

so you let it slip away pt. 1 by Gabriela Portillo Alvarado

a colonizing psalm & a calming one at that
i have colonizing blood & colonized at that
this psalm is violent so i rewrite my agency into it
i psalm myself and for myself
my blood is violent and i resented it 
until i could resent no longer
i kept that she as long as i could bear
and then i let her go
i held my skin in contempt as long as i could
& now i hold it to love alone
& it is not enough to say it
so i write it & i repeat it &

i will repeat it again
i am my own shepherd
i am my own savior & prosecutor
i walk to the river in my used boots
when it starts to rain inside or when it gets 
too warm i stay in the shadows 
i brew black co!ee every morning
when i wake i lie down in the green grass
by the river or the park or the carpet by 
my bedroom mirror i didnt have one before
i feel my self & myself & my body & my soul
i rest my fear in the back of my shoulders
i rest my grief behind or below my chest
i maintain my own soul & 
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i do fear evil i care
for my safety i care for my body & my life
i havent always but i fear now sometimes 
that fear is petrifying & i carry it in my chest
& i can lie down & feel my lungs expand
& i feel my lungs contract commanding
the rest of my torso make way 
because they still can i still can breathe
& i feel my fear in my shoulders
& i feel my grief sink away from 
my chest & i know the fear is love 
for my own skin the fear means love 
for my own blood

maybe lying down is 
colonizing maybe it is the calm colonizing the 
fear & the sorrow & the self hatred the grasping
at my rolls as if that could make them shrink 
the guarding against others pain as if that could 
make my empathy  dissipate
but how should i embrace this empathy this pain 
this fear this rage how should i hold this rage
maybe it is colonizing to want control
maybe it is insane to believe i can hold myself 
within myself maybe it is a constant wind i 
lean against threatening to push me to 
madness is the madness in my skin or my 

mind or my dna is it in everything is it in 
the pen the paper the creases of my hand 
caress

is being a shepherd colonizing 
do i colonize myself how do i police my own 
thoughts lead these emotions to the slaughter
is the sunshine warming my skin calming me 
colonizing or is it instead adding fuel that is 
melanin to the fire of resisting 

this flesh 
is your home though your shelter varies
but you will not dwell in it forever
this home is not all goodness and love
you fight for those all the days of your life
you feel your self and feed your self 
all the days of your life
one day the fight will cease &

you will be released
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